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Report to Management
“Manufacturing of Food” Accounting
By: Mary C. McDonnell
Sealtest Foods
Division of National Dairy Products Corporation
Kansas City, Missouri

The operating divisions of most large cor
porations today are not directly concerned
with balance sheet analysis, equity financing
or the interest rate of the corporate bond
market. The management of these divisions
are instead absorbed in the efficiency and profit
producing record of their own particular
operation. As a result, they are vitally in
terested in reports, analyses or studies which
furnish the information that will better guide
them in making the right day-to-day decisions
in managing the operation for which they
are responsible.
Historical accounting is not an end in
itself but provides a basis on which to predict
the future. Each month we in our plant pre
pare a profit projection of the three succeeding
months. In that way, if the projected results
are unsatisfactory, steps can be taken to im
prove the picture before the month has begun.
Nothing can be done to improve the opera
tions for a particular month after that month
is past.
Before introducing a new product or an
old product in a new size we first make a
projection. The sales department supplies their
best estimate of the sales volume which can
be expected of this item. The plant provides
a formula to calculate material cost and in
formation to project labor costs, processing
and container expenses. If the study reveals
that the new item will not provide sufficient
volume to be produced economically or if it

cannot be sold at a price which will cover
all costs and provide a profit, it is not intro
duced.
This company has consistently operated on
a net profit of about three cents on the sales
dollar. On such narrow margin, it is neces
sary continually to watch all operations close
ly, costs especially, in order to achieve
net.
Twice each year, a detailed labor analysis
is made in the plant to point out those opera
tions where production efficiency is too low.
Frequent analyses are made of route returns
to find items where excessive returns are ad
versely affecting costs or to spotlight negligent
drivers. When new labor saving equipment
becomes available, studies are made to de
termine if the savings in labor will justify
the expenditure for the equipment. In con
sidering the cost of labor, full recognition is
given to the cost of payroll fringe benefits.
While reports to management should contain
all pertinent information, it is desirable to
keep these reports as brief as possible. The
information should be presented in a complete
and understandable form so that the manager
avoids puzzling through poorly described or
nonessential information. Every effort should
be made to present the vital information to
management to permit timely consideration so
that the right decision may be reached in time
to take appropriate action. To summarize, be
brief, clear and prompt.

(Continued from page 5)

What we have in mind, under the new ap
proach to Defense budgeting, is a three-phase
operation: (1) the planning and review of re
quirements, (2) the formulation and review
of programs extending several years into the
future, and (3) the development of the an
nual budget estimates. True economy does not
mean scrimping on essentials. It means making
the most efficient use of the resources avail
able, eliminating waste and nonessentials and
discarding expensive programs that contribute
only marginally to our strength. This is the
kind of economy which requires hard work and
hard thinking and, often, the adoption of un
popular courses of action.”

cannot be made rationally without an adequate
knowledge of the available alternatives, in
terms of their military worth in relation to their
cost. Because of the long life cycle of major
weapon systems, the cost of the systems must
be projected over a period of years, ideally
over their entire life span. The entire system
must be oriented to provide top management
with essential data in terms of programs, since
it is in these terms that major decisions have to
be made. The financial management system
must, of course, also support management at
other levels in the Defense establishment.
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